Inspired by biological organisms including worms, octopuses, and starfish, the emerging field of soft robotics aims to create robots with soft structures, sensors, and actuators (Rus and Tolley 2015; Laschi et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2010; Shepherd et al. 2011; Rogers et al. 2010; Park et al. 2010) . Compared with traditional ''rigid'' robots, soft robots can more safely interact with humans. Additionally, their ''soft'' and compliant bodies enable them to navigate through unstructured, cluttered environments, for example, squeezing through narrow openings and turning tight corners. Potential applications of soft robots include robotic surgery, prosthetics and orthotics, elder care, surveillance, search and rescue, among others. The development of soft robots presents a number of challenges in material synthesis, mathematical modeling, mechanism design, and control, and in recent years has attracted increasing attention from researchers. For instance, a soft robot comprised of sensors, actuators, and structures, all with soft, deformable, and compliant characteristics, requires advances in material development and manufacturing technology. Also, it is crucial to have distributed, effective control architecture that requires minimal computing power. Finally, it is of great importance to develop computationally-efficient modeling tools for soft and deformable materials and structures.
The goal of this focused section (FS) is to highlight some of the recent advances made in the field of soft robotics. A total of 13 submissions were received. After a rigorous peer-review process, eight papers were accepted to be included in this FS. Among these, the first two papers focus on novel materials for soft robots, the next three papers explore sensing and actuation mechanisms, and the last three papers examine robotic systems involving soft or flexible elements. A brief description of each paper's contributions follows.
Novel materials for soft robots
In their paper, Walker et al. introduce a naturally degradable material for pneumatic actuators, which consists of an elastomer, poly(glycerol sebacate), with an additive calcium carbonate (PGS-CaCO3). The authors describe the synthesis of the material, which involves simple steps and only uses inexpensive and non-hazardous chemicals. Mechanical properties of the proposed material and performance of the resulting pneumatic actuators are reported under static, cyclic, and compressive loading conditions. The degradability of the material is also discussed. Such materials will contribute to the development of soft robots that are environmentally friendly and safe for biomedical applications, especially for applications where the retrieval of robots might be impossible.
The paper by Fallahi et al. presents a novel ionic electro-active polymer called poly (ethylene-comethacrylic acid) metal composite (EMAMC). Similar to ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs), EMAMC is obtained by chemically plating an ionomer and can serve as soft sensors, actuators, and energy harvesters. Different from IPMCs, which typically use Nafion as the base polymer, the proposed approach uses poly (ethylene-comethacrylic acid), which has self-healing properties and is much less expensive than Nafion. The authors describe the procedure for fabricating EMAMC and report the results on the characterization of its actuation and sensing behaviors.
Soft sensing and actuation mechanisms
Pinto et al. present a new approach to the fabrication of integrated strain sensors for soft pneumatic actuators (SPAs) based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The sensors are created with CNT ink through a screen printing process. The sensing principle is based on the resistance change of the CNT sensor under different strains. Silver nanowires are used to create the electrical leads for the sensors. The authors describe the fabrication process for the SPA with integrated CNT sensors and characterize the sensing performance of the sensors when the SPA is actuated to different curvatures.
The next paper by Stalbaum et al. explores an array of ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC) actuators for generating traveling waves in an artificial wing. Inspired by the wing behavior of a flying fish during descent, such shape modulations could be used to adaptively tune the aerodynamics of a flying robot in response to wind and other conditions. In their paper, the authors describe how the active IPMC wing is constructed and controlled to produce the desired traveling wave patterns.
The paper by Choi et al. describes millimeter-scale micro-robotic leg actuators that integrate thin-film lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric actuation with compliant structures formed from parylene-C polymer. Design and modeling of the actuation mechanisms are presented. A hexapod robot prototype incorporating multiple actuators in each leg assembly is fabricated and tested, and the experimental results show close agreement with the model predictions of static and dynamic characteristics. These results reveal advantages of the device in terms of low power requirements relative to payload capacity and large amplitude motion at resonance.
Robotic systems involving soft or flexible elements
The first paper in this group, authored by Ye, Hou and Chen, deals with a bio-inspired underwater robot motivated by mobile sensing applications. The robot has a pair of flexible pectoral fins and a whale-like fluke, all actuated by IPMC bending actuators, and it is capable of swimming and maneuvering in the horizontal plane. A dynamic model for the robot is developed. Experiments are conducted to characterize the swimming and turning performance of the robot and validate the proposed model. The next paper by Phamduy et al. also focuses on robotic fish, but their research is motivated by the study of social behavior of live fish. Available robotic fish generally exceed the size of popular fish species for laboratory experiments, and therefore achieving small size for the robotic fish is essential to effective investigation of robotanimal interactions. The authors leverage multi-material 3D printing to create a miniature robotic fish. Thrust and drag of the robot are characterized with several experimental techniques, which are subsequently used to develop reduced-order models and study the motion of the robotic fish.
Finally, Tan and Ren present a flexible robot for endoscope steering, to be used for minimally invasive surgeries. The robot employs multiple spring support units instead of backbones, and it uses pulling and releasing of wires to achieve the movement and maneuvering of the end-effector. Detailed design analysis is presented, and a prototype is developed and tested, which shows the capability of steering an endoscope with five degrees of freedom.
